Sharing Data from Cardiovascular Clinical Trials — A Proposal

The Academic Research Organization Consortium for Continuing Evaluation of Scientific Studies — Cardiovascular (ACCESS CV)

Participants in clinical research volunteer in order to support the development of scientific knowledge and help future patients. Inherent in their commitment is the belief that research will lead to new insights that will be disseminated. As clinical researchers, we fully support the concept of data sharing as fundamental to achieving this goal.

We formed the Academic Research Organization Consortium for Continuing Evaluation of Scientific Studies — Cardiovascular (ACCESS CV) to provide avenues for sharing data from cardiovascular clinical trials while minimizing risks and unintended consequences. The goal of the consortium is to create a strategy to thoughtfully operationalize the recommendations of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) and the Institute of Medicine (IOM) for sharing clinical trial data.1,2 The ACCESS CV partners broadly support the concepts of data transparency and open access. The benefits of sharing patient-level data from clinical trials include confirmation of results, opportunities for new discoveries from secondary analyses, and eventually the possibility of aggregation of data sets from related studies to facilitate high-quality systematic meta-analyses.

The potential benefits of sharing patient-level data need to be balanced against potentially unintended consequences (see the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org). We have identified the following challenges: complexity of the data and metadata, publication bias or selection bias in proposed new analyses, increased risk of type I error (from multiple unplanned secondary analyses), and patient privacy.

Clinical trial databases are commonly large and complex, often containing millions of data points from various sources (e.g., case-report forms, central laboratory review, safety reporting, and end-point adjudication). Attempts to validate trial findings made by persons who are either unfamiliar with the data set structure or inexperienced in the analysis techniques could create apparent discrepancies where none exist, potentially alarming the public and hindering rather than advancing science. The problem may be compounded by publication bias, which may lead to undue focus on findings that seem to differ from those of the original analysis.

In addition, data sharing could lead to a large number of unrestricted and non–hypothesis-driven supplementary data analyses, which would increase the risk of finding false associations (type I errors). Unplanned exploratory analyses from a publicly shared database may be numerous and redundant. The lack of adjustment for multiple testing and the absence of prespecified hypotheses and transparent analytic plans could result in spurious findings, which might obscure the real evidence.

Another potential hazard of
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sharing individual-patient–level data is loss of patient privacy. Most patients in a deidentified database can be identified on the basis of their birth date, sex, and ZIP Code.1 Those with rare diseases and the very elderly are at an even higher risk of identification and privacy violation.

We propose a secure method of sharing sensitive patient data that balances the legitimate desire of the scientific community for data access with the responsibility to ensure high-quality analyses and protection of patients’ expectation of privacy.

First, with regard to governance of access to trial data, we propose that after publication of the primary results of a trial, researchers who were not involved with the trial design or conduct may send requests for analyses to the trial’s publications committee. Beginning 24 months after publication, analysis requests should be considered by a learned review group comprising ACCESS CV members who were not involved in the trial, along with the trial’s principal investigator, a trial statistician, and a member of the data and safety monitoring board. The 24-month period was chosen to allow time to build secure access to the database and to allow trial investigators to perform their own preplanned secondary analyses. The group’s responsibility would be to review all proposals and approve those that are feasible, hypothesis-based, nonduplicative, and guided by investigators with technical capability and a plan for publication. All requests and subsequent decisions would be posted on an ACCESS CV Web portal, ideally within 60 days.

Second, we contend that it is critical to facilitate access in an orderly manner to support the best science and minimize patient risk. We envision the following elements of a mechanism of access to ensure a systematic approach: standardized requests on a Web portal, disclosure of conflicts of interest and publication plans, adherence to data-use agreements for planned analyses, provision of appropriate ethics approval, performance of all analyses using a secure Web link with an accompanying audit trail, and notification about submission for publication.

Such a process would avert the problem of multiple groups proposing the same analysis and would require investigators to have prespecified analysis plans. The ICMJE and the IOM have stated that data-sharing plans should be provided at the time of trial registration and that the results from a clinical trial should be published in a timely fashion, with individual patient data available 6 months after publication. The IOM recommends full database access for secondary analyses beginning 18 months after trial completion. (For our specific responses to these recommendations, see the Supplementary Appendix, available at NEJM.org.)

We propose the following: ACCESS CV members would post data-sharing plans, following the ACCESS CV proposal, on ClinicalTrials.gov. Briefly, starting at the time of publication of primary trial results, secondary-analysis requests from researchers not involved in the trial would be submitted to the trial publications committee. When needed, ACCESS CV would provide a mechanism for validating the primary results using the individual patient data underlying the primary publication of a clinical trial, no later than 12 months after publication. Starting 24 months after the publication of primary results, requests for data access for secondary analyses would be promptly reviewed by a learned review group, as described above. ACCESS CV plans to build a Web-based portal that allows for the public posting of all data requests and the subsequent decisions of the independent review panel.

An unresolved issue is the question of how to provide meaningful academic credit (typically authorship) to the team that designed and conducted the trial, given that trials are usually enormous undertakings requiring several years of work. During the review of proposals for secondary analyses, we would expect trial leaders and people requesting access to data to consider and discuss this important issue and to reach consensus on a path forward for each analysis.

ACCESS CV recognizes that to achieve these goals, adequate resources and funding are required. Since that significant matter has not been addressed, we plan to work with sponsors of clinical trials, the IOM, the ICMJE, governmental bodies, and regulatory authorities to develop the infrastructure for the data-sharing proposal we describe.

ACCESS CV fully supports transparency and open data sharing. We propose these mechanisms for structured data access in an effort to provide ready access to trial data in a timely manner while minimizing risks.
and barriers. We believe that ACCESS CV is well positioned to generate and share clinical trial data and, eventually, to develop aggregate data sets in cardiovascular medicine (see the Supplementary Appendix). The current proposal, though specific to cardiovascular clinical trials, may apply equally to other disciplines in which groups may consider building consortia and similar strategies. We aim to increase the utilization of shared data as compared with ongoing open-access efforts.\(^4\)\(^5\) We believe our plans are aligned with the IOM’s recommendations and with the ICMJE proposal and that they will ultimately maximize the impact of clinical trials on human health around the world.
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The institutional affiliations of the partners and the full list of ACCESS CV participants are provided in the Supplementary Appendix, available at NEJM.org.

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available at NEJM.org.
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